Commendation Recommendation
To: Star Gate Command, Gen. Landry Commanding Officer
CC: International Oversight Advisory
From: Major Alexei Bodrov, Unit Commander, GR-1 (RFAF, USAF)
Date: March 9, 2014
General Landry,
Attached please find a completed nomination package and my
recommendation as Unit Commander of GR-1 for recognition of Sh’lar of
the Hauktil with the Airman’s Medal for Meritorious Service (Citation)
for her actions in averting a potential disaster of universal
proportions in her work with Drs. McKay and Zalenka.
As you are aware, while the mission reports for our recent classified
mission to Nardol-3BG describe actions unbecoming of a soldier on the
part of Sh’lar of the Hauktil (see my separate recommendation for
disciplinary action), as I understand it her actions were crucial in
avoiding the creation a critical exploit in the Pegasus gate system.
This exploit, similar to something employed by the Goa’uld Bhaal,
could have allowed Wraith with knowledge from the captured Asgard core
to infiltrate the Milkway galaxy. While I am certain the Dr. McLay
will downplay Sh’lar’s role in identifying and fixing this critical
flaw in his software, I am certain that Dr. Zalenka’s after action
report will support my recommendation.
Again, while Sh’lar’s actions were unbecoming of a soldier, when I say
that her inappropriate intervention averted a disaster of universal
proportions (or at least intergalactic proportions) I hope that you
realize that I am not engaging in simple hyperbole, but emphasizing
the true magnitude of the disaster that could have been created by
this top secret mission of Dr. McKay’s. I would also strongly suggest
that, given her extensive experience working on gate programming with
the Goa’uld Bhaal, Sh’lar of the Hauktil be granted clearance for any
programs or missions involving gate programming or reprogramming in
any galaxy and that she be brought in as a special advisor on such
projects.
Major Alexei Bodrov, Unit Commander GR-1, Commander of the USS Fenrir
(RFAF, USAF)

